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Absolute Cross Sections for Inner Shell Ionization by Lepton Impact
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We report absolute cross sections for K- and L-shell ionization of silver and gold targets, respectively,
by lepton (electron, positron) impact in the threshold region. The experiments were performed at the
slow positron source TEPOS facility at the linac of the Strahlenzentrum in Giessen. A diA'erent behav-
ior of positron and electron impact near threshold was observed. In comparison with theoretical calcula-
tions, our results suggest that the diA'erences between electron and positron impact are mainly caused by
the acceleration or deceleration of the incident projectile in the target nuclear field.

PACS numbers: 34.80.Dp, 34.50.Fa

The interaction of an incident projectile with a target
atom may give rise to a variety of different elastic and in-
elastic scattering processes. Ionization of, for example,
inner atomic shells by lepton (positron, electron) impact
is one of the processes being of fundamental importance
for our understanding of collision dynamics. Experimen-
tal investigations for electron impact have been reported
by many authors (e.g. , Ref. [1] and references therein).
For positron impact, few absolute cross sections have
been reported yet; they were restricted to incident ener-
gies Ep) 100 keV (i.e., Ep/I) 4, where I is the inner-
shell binding energy) [2,3]. No differences between posi-
tron and electron impact were reported in these former
experiments. In this paper we report first absolute cross
sections for inner-shell ionization by positron (e ) im-

pact in the threshold regime. We compare these results
with cross sections for electron (e ) impact which we
have measured with the same apparatus. In the threshold
region, we expect different cross sections for positron and
electron impact for two reasons: the exchange effect
(Ex), important in the ionization by electron impact, and
the Coulomb effect (C); the latter effect is caused by the
projectile-target nucleus interaction and results in a slow-

ing down (e+) or acceleration (e ) of the incident pro-
jectile.

Details of the experimental setup have been described
before [4]. Very brieAy, it consists of the electron
accelerator-based slow positron source TEPOS which
delivers intense positron beams of about 6x10 e+/sec.
Positrons with kinetic energy of 2 keV were extracted
from the source; they were postaccelerated by a suitable
high voltage applied to the target [5,6]. For the measure-
ments with electrons, a corresponding gun was installed
in the beamline. The incident energy of the projectiles
was varied from 30 keV up to 70 keV for positrons and
from 12.3 keV up to 75 keV for electrons. The measure-
ments were performed by detecting characteristic x rays
resulting from the inner-shell ionization process. A
Si(Li) detector was installed perpendicular to the in-

cident beam. As target we used thin silver (950-5000 A)
and gold (800-1000 A) monolayer foils and gold/silver

(Au 600 A/Ag 1000 A, Au 1000 A/Ag 1800 A. , and Au
1450 A/Ag 3500 A on a carbon backing) multilayer foils.
The purpose of these multilayer foils was to measure
simultaneously the x-ray yield of the Ag-K and the Au-L3
lines and to use the Ag Lline for -normalization (see
below). A major problem in the positron experiment is
the large background caused by bremsstrahlung and
mainly by y-y annihilation (Er=511 keV) which pro-
duces pulses in the low energy region of the registered
spectra also. A 3 m long solenoid transport system placed
behind the target reduced this background; it was held at
—10 keV to compensate for the energy loss in the target
foil. Typical x-ray spectra, obtained with 50 keV positron
or electron impact of a Au/Ag multilayer target, are
shown in Fig. 1; it displays mainly the Ag-L, Ag-K, and
Au-L lines superimposed on a continuous background. In
the case of electron impact, the background is due to
bremsstrahlung which can be calculated with fair accu-
racy.

To obtain the absolute cross sections we have normal-
ized, for incident electrons, the measured intensities %1 in

a given x-ray line to the underlying bremsstrahlung inten-
sity Nb,

N( d ab
o.„= . 4n Ak,

~b dkd 0
where d crab/dkd0 is the doubly differential bremsstrah-
lung cross section tabulated by Kissel, Quarles, and Pratt
[7], and b, k is the given photon interval.

In case of positron impact, the above procedure was
prevented by the large background resulting from posi-
tron annihilation. To obtain the absolute cross sections
for positron impact, we normalized the measured intensi-
ties of the Ag-K or Au-L3 lines to the simultaneously
measured Ag-L line. The Ag-L shell has a relatively low
binding energy of I = 3.5 keV (compared to 25.52 and
11.92 keV for the Ag-K and the Au-L3 shell, respective-
ly), corresponding in the present measurements to
Ep/I = 10. . . 23; at these relatively large values of Ep/I,
only minor differences between positron and electron im-

pact may be expected [5,6,8-11]. We confirmed this by
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FIG. 1. X-ray spectra from 50 keV positron (a) and electron
(b) impact of a Au/Ag multilayer target. Ag L(1), Au Li -(2), -

Au L, (3), Pb-L, (4),-Au-Lp (5), Pb-LI1 (6), Au-L„(7), Ag-K,
(8), Ag-Kp (9). Some Pb lines from the lead collimator are also
present.
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where N„„m =NI /NAs L are the corresPonding intensi-
ties normalized to the Ag-L intensity.

The x-ray cross sections o. were converted into the
corresponding cross sections o.; for inner-shell ionization,

using known fluorescence yields Lo„[13,14] and ratios
I „/I of the partial to the total radiative transition proba-

independent calculations performed in plane wave Born
approximation (PWBA) in which electron exchange (Ex)
and the effect of the nuclear Coulomb (C) field is taken
into account [12]. As a result, these calculations yield for
the Ag-L shell the cross section ratio o-/o+ =0.96 in

the energy range of interest here. Using this known ratio
together with the absolute cross sections for the Ag-K
and the Au-L3 shell obtained by electron impact enabled
us to put the positron data on an absolute scale as well,
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FIG. 2. Absolute cross sections for positron and electron im-

pact of the (a) Ag K shell and (b) Au L3 shell. Present e-rror

bars represent statistical uncertainties only. Positron impact:
~, present experimental results; &, Hansen and Flammersfeld[2];,present PWBA-C calculations. Electron impact:
present results; A, Hansen and Flammersfeld [2]; 0, Davis,
Mistry, and Quarles [18], corrected for Coster-Kronig transi-
tions; L3, Salem and Moreland [19]; ---, present PWBA-C-Ex
calculations; ——,Coulomb-Born-exchange (CBE) calcula-
tions [17].

bility [15]. In case of the Au L3 subshell, the-extracted
cross section uL, had to be corrected for Coster-Kronig
transitions describing the nonradiative transfer of vacan-
cies from subshell L; to subshell L~,

rrLp rrL3 f23rrLg (f13+f1zf23)rrLI I

where fi are the corresponding Coster-Kronig factors
[14]. The applied correction (—20%) was calculated us-

ing theoretical cross sections for L;-shell ionization [6].
The accuracy of our results is mainly determined by the
accuracy of the normalization procedure, the bremsstrah-
lung cross sections (—10%), and the fluorescence yields
(—5%) and is estimated at ~ 25%.
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The experimental results for the Ag-K and the Au-L3
ionization cross sections are displayed in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. The different threshold behavior
caused by positron and by electron impact is perceptible
from the present measurements. By contrast, previous
experimental investigations for Ag-K ionization per-
formed at larger incident energies between 100 and 400
keV claimed that "no systematic difference has been
found" between electron and positron impact [2]; these
data also seem to display an incorrect energy dependence
[Fig. 2(a)] which may be caused by the relatively thick
(—50000 A) targets used in the previous experiment.
As has been mentioned before, differences between posi-
tron and electron impact at threshold energies are mainly
due to two eff'ects: electron exchange and the Coulomb
effect of the target nuclear field on the projectile. Of
these two effects, electron exchange is only possible with
electron impact and it leads, due to an interference with
the direct ionization amplitude, to a smaller cross section
for electron compared to positron impact. The interac-
tion of the projectile with the nuclear field of the target
atom leads to an acceleration or retardation of the in-
cident electron or positron, respectively [16]. Since the
incident projectile has to penetrate deep into the target
atom to cause ionization of inner atomic shells, it will, de-
pending on its charge, experience an energy loss or gain
of the order of the respective binding energy I. The ener-

gy at the instant of the collision with a target electron is
about Eo+ I where the ~ sign corresponds to electron
(+ ) and positron ( —) impact. The different energy
should cause large differences in the threshold regime
where the cross sections display a pronounced energy
dependence. These qualitative arguments are confirmed
by our own calculations in PWBA which account for the
Coulomb effect (PWBA-C) and for electron exchange
(PWBA-C-Ex) [6,12]. As it turns out, the exchange
effect leads to a decrease of a —particularly in the thresh-
old regime; this is more than compensated by the
Coulomb effect which dominates in the threshold regime
yielding a considerable enhancement of o — over o.+.
This theoretical result is in reasonable agreement with
our experimental results; for electron impact, this con-
clusion is further confirmed by Coulomb-Born-exchange
(CBE) calculations [17]. Minor discrepancies which are
more evident for Au L3-shell ionization are presumably
due to wave function effects; the calculations have been
performed using hydrogenic wave functions which de-
scribe the L-shell less satisfactorily.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate the pronounced
sign-dependence of the inner-shell ionization cross section
by lepton impact at threshold energies. It is mainly

caused by the Coulomb effect which leads to a drastic de-
crease (increase) of the respective cross sections for posi-
tron (electron) impact.
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